DATE: April 14, 2016
TOPIC: Steaming Tips
VEHICLE: 2016 Ford Mustang / Rear Cushion Installation

- Leather Recommendations
  1. Leather should **ONLY be steamed on the finished side** and never from behind (on the foam side).
  2. Leather should **ONLY be steamed AFTER the completed installation** onto the seat.
  3. NEVER touch the surface of the leather with the steamer.
  4. ALWAYS keep the steamer in constant motion.

- Vinyl Recommendations:
  1. Vinyl can be steamed directly on the surface or from behind (on the foam side).
  2. Vinyl can be steamed before or after installation onto the seat.
  3. NEVER touch the surface of the vinyl with the steamer.
  4. ALWAYS keep the steamer in constant motion.

We recommend using a wand type steamer when installing this interior. This allows you to work within the seat when the vinyl rear cushion is partially installed.

To see a video demonstration of a wand steamer in action on the Ford Mustang vinyl rear cushion shown below, go to one of these 3 places.

- Katzkin You Tube page and search for “Mustang Rear Cushion Installation”
- Video Link: [https://youtu.be/miEfBrrDQ1I](https://youtu.be/miEfBrrDQ1I)

EXAMPLE: Mustang VINYL Rear Cushion Installation (DK F351A)

Rear cushion right out of the box.
Initial compression and fold marks in vinyl. Looks terrible at first, but all will steam out.

Left side of rear cushion partially installed and steamed. Right side partially installed and NO steam.
Rear cushion completely installed and steamed. Total install time = 23 minutes.

Rear backs fully installed and steamed. Total install time = 14 minutes.

Looks and fits great!